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In July 2012, the 30th Congress of OIDFA, 
the International Bobbin and Needle Lace 
Organization, was held in Caen in northern France. 
OIDFA organizes an international conference every 
two years at which historical studies are presented 
and workshops and competitions are organized. 
The next Congress will be held in Australia in 
2014. The association Dentelles Blondes – Caen et 
Courseulles/mer was the main organizer of the 2012 
congress, and was responsible for the publication of 
the book Les dentelles de France.
Les dentelles de France is an extensive collection 
of all varieties of handmade and machine-made 
lace techniques carried out in France. Along 
with Belgium, France is one of the largest lace 
producers in Europe. The country has been host 
to the development of a range of techniques for 
both bobbin and needle lace which have been 
influential throughout Europe, and the stylistic 
and artistic evolution of its models is essential to 
the understanding of the evolution of European 
dress. The book is divided by geographical 
area and each section describes the handmade 
techniques applied in the different regions of 
France – Valenciennes, Lille, Bayeux, Alencon, 
and Argentan – all of which gained a reputation 
for excellence and were copied in many countries. 
The book also studies the great centres of machine-
made lace, such as Calais, the home of the Cité 
Internationale de la Dentelle et de la Mode. The 
sections for each geographical area mention the 
museums, associations and schools working to 
recover the art of handmade lace. The last part of 
the book is devoted to the artists, lace makers and 
designers who are currently exploring new avenues 
in the world of lace production.
The book is an excellent collection of work, 
based mainly on visual images. Perhaps readers 
will miss a more extensive description of 
the characteristics and history of French art. 
Nonetheless, we congratulate the association 
Dentelles et Blondes – Caen et Courseulles/mer for 
their constant efforts to maintain and promote the 
heritage value of French lace. 
LES DENTELLES DE FRANCE 
(lace of France)
Claudette and Michel Bouvot, oidFa 2012
Caen 
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Preserving and, above all, exhibiting historical 
costumes is no easy task. The pieces must be 
given proper support, without any stretching 
or malformations, but their display must also 
help to convey the historical and aesthetic ideas 
underpinning the exhibition. And it goes without 
saying that these pieces are usually extremely 
fragile and must be handled with the utmost care.
This is the problem that has prompted 
the author to investigate the evolution of the 
mannequin over history. In the process she has 
become the leading specialist in the field and has 
taken part in numerous exhibitions and museum 
studies. Because a costume is not just a silhouette, 
but something that moves with the body and gives 
it a spirit that we try to preserve when it is put on 
display in an exhibition.
The book is delightfully illustrated with 
drawings by Giovana Avanzi and by the author 
herself. In the first chapter, she recalls the figure 
of M. Lavigne, a nineteenth-century theorist 
who  developed dressmaking techniques that 
could be applied to mass production and created 
three-dimensional models from which cardboard 
mannequins could be produced on a semi-
industrial scale.
The text Innovar, mostrar y valorar – Innovate, 
display and value – focuses on the different roles 
of the mannequin in temporary exhibitions: 
either disappearing beneath the costume or 
becoming a sculpture with a specific ethnological 
or anthropological design. Each project requires 
a different solution, but each one starts with a 
thorough knowledge of the history of clothing, of 
the evolution of anatomy, and of the materials and 
techniques available.
The Bodyteca was set up in 1992, building on 
research launched in 1988 and with the aid of the 
museums which have allowed Carmen Lucini to 
explore their stocks. Today all of this research is 
part of a European project, and has resulted in 
the creation of 70 original models for the bodies 
of men, women and children ranging from the 
early eighteenth century until the present day, 
and a computer programme. The author has now 
shared these materials with the CDMT and the 
French Institut National du Patrimoine, in order to 
promote further study and training in this field. 
BODYTECA HISTÒRICA 
a study of museum mannequins
Carmen lucini 
Monografies conservació preventiva de teixits, 4
textile Museum and documentation Centre, 2013
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Sabadell already has a significant track record 
in promoting exhibitions that present the 
city’s textile history to an audience that has 
not experienced it first-hand. This is the most 
recent of these contributions, and it centres on 
the advertising that helped to create the fine 
reputation the city’s fabrics enjoyed.
Supervised by Montserrat Llonch and Esteve 
Deu, curators of the exhibition and renowned 
experts in the field, the book explores several 
facets of the advertising produced by the 
manufacturers. Most of the information dates 
from the third quarter of the twentieth century, a 
period in which advertising also made huge strides 
forward in both design and forms of expression.
If Sabadell became synonymous with quality 
wool, it was because manufacturers and local 
government worked hand in hand to establish 
this reputation. Their collaborations ranged 
from advertising in the streets and in sports 
events, the design of campaign slogans and the 
creation of business stationery, catalogues and 
guides, advertising in the press and the media, 
sponsorships and merchandising.
Brand differentiation, both individual and 
corporate, and the international promotion of 
business associations guaranteed the success of the 
local textile firms.
The creators of advertising tend to be forgotten, 
but here the illustrators, advertising agencies 
and photographers receive the recognition they 
deserve.
This is a fine example of what a city can do to 
preserve its DNA and to bring it to the attention of 
the new generations who, unbeknownst to them, 
carry this textile heritage inside them. 
Vendre el ProduCte: PuBliCitat 
i MarCa en el saBadell tèxtil
(Selling the product: advertising 
and the brand name in the textiles 
of Sabadell)
Museus Municipals de sabadell, 2013 
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“Dès notre naissance, nous sommes au contact 
de textiles. Cependant, il est rare que nous nous 
souvenions d’une étoffe, d’un vêtement, d’un décor 
qui nous a marqué dans notre plus jeune âge” 
Fabrics with figurative images have always been 
of interest in the history of printing. France has a 
long tradition in the study of fabrics printed with 
figurative scenes, and this book extends the field 
of study by focusing on images of children and 
their clothing.
The book, a catalogue published for the 
exhibition held at the Musée de l’Impression sur 
Étoffes Mulhouse until 2012, opens with a text by 
Jacqueline Jacqué, former director of the museum. 
Jacqué presents the museum’s fabrics collection 
and traces the evolution of the design of prints for 
children through their collections, which includes 
the production of various US and European 
companies, from 1750 until the present day.
In the second chapter, Jean-Francois Keller 
proposes a thematic journey entitled “De l’enfant 
littéraire à l’enfant marketing”, which stresses the 
educational nature of the early printed fabrics for 
children and shows how these fabrics bore moral 
lessons from the late nineteenth century onwards. 
Keller also notes that with the success of cartoons, 
the visual world takes on a new dimension: 
characters like Mickey Mouse, for example, 
become the protagonists of handkerchiefs or 
bedclothes.
In the first part of the chapter “Un âge d’or 
de vêtement imprimé pour enfant: les années 
1880-1940”, Isabelle Dubois-Brinkmann analyses 
children’s clothing from a study of printed 
samples. The fabric becomes a document for the 
recognition of different fashions. In the second 
part, on the motifs that decorate the clothes, 
remarks the importance of friezes decorated 
with scenes of children’s games, especially rich in 
details.
Anne-Rose Bringel continues with a study 
of handkerchiefs for children in “Deux siècles 
d’histoire du mouchoir illustré pour enfant”, a 
technical and stylistic analysis that introduces 
us to the printing processes and the dynamics 
of production in the factories. Again, Bringel 
states that these accessories are a reflection of the 
tastes and habits of the society of the time. Also, 
as a curiosity, she presents a handkerchief from 
the Pfaff sewing machine factory, with the first 
stitches that must have been made by a young girl 
practising with the new machine (p. 65). All these 
examples attest to the task of research that the 
authors have carried out.
In the second part of the book, Anne-Rose 
Bringel, Isabelle Dubois-Brinkmann and Jean-
Francois Keller bring their knowledge together 
to make an extensive catalogue with careful 
descriptions of some of the most representative 
pieces. Outstandingly comprehensive and 
entertaining, the book provides readers with many 
fascinating references and objects which may well 
take them back to their own childhood. 
il Était une Fois.  
l’enFant et le tissu iMPriMÉ 
de 1750 À nos Jours
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